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 The technical staff of MIE Consultants 
comprises Naval Architects, and Marine 
Engineering, ship, and offshore surveyors, 
auditors, and other experts. The shipping 
consultancy firms also maintains a network of 
associates, naval architects, and ship surveyors, 
at major the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Vietnam, Taiwan, Thailand, Brunei, 
Papua New Guinea, Japan, South Korea, China, 
Australia ports and several other ports 
worldwide. Furthermore, close ties are 
maintained with the academic community.
At Marine Independent Engineering, we believe 
in developing long term strategic relationships 
with our clients and we prefer to be viewed as an 
integral part of our client’s operations, rather
than being viewed as an outsourced solution. 
We work with the highest ethical standards and 
provide full transparency, and we guarantee 
cost-efficiency through smart value propositions 
that are reinforced by commitment and attention 
to detail.
MIEC is reshaping the shipping industry through 
innovative solutions enabled by cutting edge 
technology and information services, while 
providing a distinct customer advantage through 
its industry leading team of technical and 
operational experts.





 Quality policy:
We are a commitment to continuous 
improvement and the fulfillment of all mission 
and vision processes as well as to the highest 
level of quality systems. Our focus is providing 
the best service for our clients, always in a timely 
manner, with quality, and based on results.





Classification and Statutory Class Survey:
Our office was authorized from the Phoenix 
Register of Shipping to carry-
out Classification and Statutory Survey to the 
Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, 
China, Japan, Papua,Australia, New Zealand,
and more.



 Our Marine, and Engineering Consultancy service offers practical assistance and technical support to P&I 
Clubs, H&M Underwriters, Ship-owners and Managers and Law firms, and does so from a variety of 
international locations.
Our team is comprised of experts with a diverse skill set, encompassing a detailed knowledge of a wide 
range of commodities carried at sea and the measures necessary for the preservation and mitigation in the 
event of actual or partial loss. Therefore, we can ensure that our clients are assigned the correct consultant 
for each case.

Our Marine Consultancy Service includes:



 Third Party Ship Condition Inspections. 
Pre-purchase Ship Inspections.
Owned VesselAssessment. 
Hull & Machinery Survey.
Pre-Vetting Inspections. 
Dry-dock Services.
Engineering Services. 
Operation Manuals.
ISM-ISPS-MLC Consulting
Plans & Studies.





















Benefits of the Hatch Covers Ultrasonic Test

ULD Hatch Cover Test
Ultrasonic Testing (ULD) is a reliable and non destructive testing method

Ultrasonic Testing allows easy detection with pinpoint accuracy, significantly 
reducing the time required to identify and rectify potential issues.

Testing is quickly repeatable allowing for fast retests to check the effectiveness of 
repairs

Ultrasonic testing is a ‘dry’ testing method so unlike other methods there is no risk of 
damaging water sensitive cargo or causing pollution issues in the dock facility.

Other than for supervision and safety, Ultrasonic Hatch Cover testing requires no 
assistance from the ships crew and therefore reduces the risk of ‘tampering’ with the 
result.

Ultrasonic Testing equipment can be used in laden and unlade holds, which in 
certain cases, allows for repairs to be made during loading and follow up checks to 
be made once loading is complete, so as to prevent operational delays.



Spare Parts
MIEC, supplies all brands and types of spare 
parts for seagoing vessels and offshore 
platforms worldwide. Depending on your needs, we can 
supply original equipment manufacturer (OEM), genuine and 
aftermarket spare parts.
Our trained buyer's source and deliver all types and brands 
of marine spares for any type of vessel, anywhere in the 
world. And if a machine onboard your vessel needs 
replacement, we can supply a complete retrofit solution too.



 MIEC provides brokerage and consulting quality service for the sale and purchase of ships.
Since credibility and confidentiality are of major importance to us, we carefully select reputable companies as 
our clients in order to be able to offer high standard services.
We remain dedicated to the interests of both the buyers and sellers and therefore secure the best outcome for
both parties involved.
Our professional partners analyze the specific requirements of our customers and turn them into discrete 
recommendations and profitable transactions. Our network in China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Korea, Vietnam is ready to meet your requirements.







 Oil Tanker Ships. 
Bunkering Tanker. 
Bulk Carrier.
Tug Boats. Offshore/
Tug Boats. Barge.
PSV.
Or send us your requirements and we will check with our partners for the best suitable vessel for you.















 Phoenix Register of Shipping (PHRS) is a Classification Society acting as an RO/RSO, 
providing classification services and statutory certification on behalf of the flag-states that have
authorized PHRS for such purpose. PHRS was established two decades ago in Piraeus, Greece, where its 
headquarters are located in this day, while several branch offices operate in various countries, covering all main 
ports of activity.
The Organization has demonstrated a steady development course in recent years with a significant number of
recognitions from several flag-states, members of the IMO. Indicatively, the Society is monitoring a total fleet of
5.000.000 DWT. An even more prominent example of the this qualitative developmental course is the constant 
improvement in the Paris MoU evaluation lists, where in 2018, PHRS became the first ever Greek 
Classification Society to enter the High Performance Rank among other IACS members.
Our mission for safe ships, environmental protection and ensuring the human life at sea, is the one that has
shaped our philosophy which is built around a human centered approach. Our effective and certified quality
system (as per ISO 9001:2015 & ELOT/EN ISO 17020:2012) allows us to maintain the persistent quality of
pour provided services and the required integrity and confidentiality that institutionally shields our mission.
Operating in a modern digital environment and with high environmental consciousness, the Organization 
implements a compact and effective digital management system, thus allowing us to achieve the best possible 
response time, minimizing unnecessary delays.
Phoenix Register of Shipping provides a full range of classification related services for all types of vessels. 
More specifically the services include:
· Classification
· Tonnage
· Statutory Certification
· Surveys (Initial, Periodical,Annual, Occasional)
· ISM/ISPS/MLC Audits/ Certification
· Naval Projects Approval & Supervision
· Shipbuilding/ Recondition Supervision
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